
Arrived at 5.45pm to find another 5 or so hashers waiting in the south entrance of the Broadbeach 

tavern. Now Loved told us we would have been eating Cassoulet (a rich, slow-cooked casserole) 

tonight however he had managed to offload the smoked sausage to Sir Jo and Sir Rabbit for next 

week’s nosh. Gradually more hashers showed up in dribs and drabs before GM Sir Two Dogs called 

the circle at 6pm to order and Now Loved led the pack on a short 2 km walk taking in the bars and 

restaurants of Broadbeach.  Surprising the weather held off until our return. 

Back at the tavern we negotiated the entry procedure which for me involved downloading another 

Covid-19 app (Check in Qld). By now another couple of hashers had showed up - Fuller Shit and Mad 

Mike. 

Meals were ordered which included three Senior options of Chicken Schnitzel, Whiting Fillets or 

Rissoles with an option of chips and salad or mash and vegetables all for a very reasonable $13.00. 

The waitress who hailed from Peru had issues with understanding some of the hashers and Brewtus 

threw a curved ball by ordering Karachi (Karrage) chicken. Hard On got confused when he returned 

from ordering his meal and sat down in Brewtus’s chair at the adjoining table and tried to drink 

Magician’s beer. 

Sir Two Dogs called the circle and we adjourned to the outside balcony of the tavern.  Hashers were 

amused when he showed up with two stubbies and four shot glasses for the down downs. 

Down Downs: 

Now Loved: Hare 

Miscarriage: Best Dressed  

Sir Botcho and Brewtus: for being on “diplomatic” duties next week. 

Weekly reminded the pack that the Splinter Lunch is on this Friday - Thai Eatery, Tedder Avenue. 

Kwaaka reported that 12 couples had already booked for the Cocktail Party.  

End of Circle: Now Loved 

 

On On, 

Slug 

 


